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PART ONE OF THIS MEMORANDUM PROVIDES A SUMMARY OF 
QUESTIONS ASKED AND COMMENTS SUBMITTED IN RESPONSE TO THE 
DOL REQUEST FOR INFORMATION (“RFI”) ABOUT THE DEFINITION OF 
“SERIOUS HEALTH CONDITON.”2   
 
PART TWO OF THIS MEMORANDUM CONTAINS THE RELEVANT 
STATUTORY AND REGULATORY TEXT.  PART TWO ALSO LISTS OTHER 
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ISSUE:  Exclusion of Minor Illnesses from the Definition of “Serious Health Condition” 
!
!! The RFI asked:  Does the current regulatory definition of “serious health 
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!! The RFI asked:  Can the substantive portions of the DOL’s definition be retained 
while simultaneously effecting congressional intent to exclude such conditions?   
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THE APPLICABLE STATUTORY SECTIONS AND REGULATORY PROVISIONS RELATED TO TOPIC B HAVE 








8e:!continuing treatment by a health care providerD!
REGULATIONS 
 

































$S2;+,24+0,-K!$B$!$S2;+,24+0,-K!0/!)$,423!$S2;+,24+0,-D!Under paragraph (a)(2)(i)(B), a regimen of continuing 
treatment includes, for example, a course of prescription medication (e.g., an antibiotic) or therapy requiring 







unless complications arise, the common cold, the flu, ear aches, upset stomach, minor ulcers, headaches other 
than migraine, routine dental or orthodontia problems, periodontal disease, etc., are examples of conditions that 
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